ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Volunteer grids can be considered as the only way to, drastically, speedup the response time of several complex (greedy) algorithms and applications without any prior cost or investment [12] . Indeed, conducted experiments have shown and confirmed that such infrastructures constitute a very promising and interesting way to, substantially, speedup, the Arabic OCR based on the DTW algorithm where the corresponding tasks are independent from each other. A volunteer grid can be viewed, in fact, as a huge virtual computer resulting of the voluntary federation of a big number of computers and resources interconnected through the internet [1] , [7] and [8] . As a result of this federation, owners of these federated computers and resources can have, at will, enough computing power and storage. Conducted experiences revealed that these kinds of infrastructures present several advantages such as the possibility of a simultaneous utilization of the corresponding resources by the authorized users compared to dedicated grids where only one utilization is allowed at the same time. This leads to a good flexibility and may be to a good (optimal) utilization of the federated resources of any given volunteer grid. Moreover, in such infrastructure any given authorized user, who is at the same time the resource donator, utilizes his computer as he wants and not as the remaining users want, this means that every donator can login or logout the grid at will. Unfortunately, this leads, automatically, to a high volatility of the corresponding resources and, consequently, to frequent faults. Hopefully, fault tolerance is not difficult to reach, the common solution consists of assigning any given task to more than one computer (worker) of the grid; owning the fact that users can have, at any given time, a big number of available computers. Unfortunately, this solution leads, surely, to a very important power loss of these available resources. In this paper we attempt to reduce this power loss, by an assignment of independent tasks within predefined timeslots to the available computers of such grids. In fact, these timeslots can be obtained by a good statistical study of all subscribed computers to any given grid. The principle of our attempt is based on forecasting the availability of every subscribed computer within some specific timeslots. In fact, we suppose that we own an auto training knowledge base where we have exactly significant statistics about the availability timeslots of every computer or resource of the grid and the corresponding computing power; such that we can forecast, at any given predefined timeslot, which computers are available to participate to any given work. Thus, if we own a set of tasks then we will be able to assign them in a good way over the available computers of the grid. Moreover, we suppose next that our volunteer grid is composed of some specific fixed and devoted nodes (computers) which are always active (connected to the grid server, these constitute the kernel of the grid) and a big variable number of volunteer computers each of which can be active (connected and ready to participate in the work at hand) or inactive (disconnected or connected but not ready to participate in the work at hand) depending on its owner. We suppose, also, that our set of tasks is structured as follows:
• It is composed of subsets each of which is stored in a specific fixed node of the grid and can be reached, only, by a part of the grid computers and not by all of them. It means that during the assignment process, tasks of any given subset can be assigned, only, to the reachable and active volunteer computers;
• Any given task of the input set can be executed by any available computer during any timeslot.
Of course, such a problem is NP hard owing the fact that the grid computers are heterogeneous in terms of computing power and tasks are, also, variable in terms of computing power requirement, [5] , [6] , [13] and [14] . Thus, the idea is to use a good heuristic, for the assignment process of tasks, to reach a pseudo optimal utilization of our volunteer grid resources.
Consequently, we report in this paper results of a comparative study of three heuristics which show and confirm, in particular, that we can reach very interesting and promising utilization of volunteer grid resources without computing power loss.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: in the next section, we give a brief overview of grid computing. The third section details the mechanism of the Arabic OCR based on the DTW algorithm which constituted the main motivation of this work. The problem presentation and the proposed approach are described in the fourth section. The studied heuristics, obtained results and their comparison are detailed in the fifth section. A conclusion and some perspectives of this work are presented at the last section.
GRID COMPUTING AND VOLUNTEER GRID
Ian Foster and Carl Kesselman are among the first who worked on grid computing. To identify the problem and referring the definition of a grid electricity, they have proposed in their book "The Grid: Blueprint for a Future Computing Infrastructure" a general definition of the Grid computing by presenting it as: a hardware and software infrastructure providing dependable access, consistent at high penetration rate (pervasive) and cheap at computing power, [8] .
A grid computing is a hardware and software infrastructure that can federate (interconnect) over communication networks several heterogeneous resources belonging to different institutions (universities, governmental administrations …), [1] , [8] , [10] , [11] , [12] and [15] .
A grid computing provides a transparent accessibility to its different interconnected resources. The idea behind the grid computing concept or architecture has several motivations. Among these motivations is making easy and transparent the sharing of resources between institutions. Two other important motivations must be reported here; the first one concerns the federation of the computing power of the interconnected computers to provide enough power to achieve properly:
 Distributed Supercomputing;  High-Throughput Computing;  On-Demand Computing ;  The second one concerns the federation of the storage power of the interconnected computers to provide enough storage space to achieve properly Data intensive Computing.
• There are only two differences between a grape and a grid computing; the first one concerns the localization of the interconnected computers. In a grape, the interconnected computers and resources belong to the same institution. However, in a grid computing the interconnected computers and resources belong to several institutions. The second one concerns the number of interconnected computers and resources which are generally bigger in grid computing than in grapes.
Dedicated vs. Volunteer grids
Dedicated grids are commonly composed of a fixed and large number of federated computers which can be used only by a fixed number of authorized users for some very specific purposes, [11] . Such infrastructures require a prior reservation by their authorized users in order to allow for each of them the utilization of the entire corresponding power. Consequently, optimizing the utilization of any dedicated grid computing power is easy to reach [2] , [3] , [4] and [13] . However, volunteer grids are composed of a big variable number of connected and federated computers belonging to volunteer donators (users, institutions, etc.), [7] , [8] , [9] , [12] and [15] . They aim at providing very large scale storage and computing power to their users (subscribers) for general purpose usage. Volunteer donators have just to subscribe their computers to be shared through some specific web sites (grid server) without any engagement from their side especially in terms of trust and security. Moreover, any donator (user) can login and logout, at will, without any prior notification to the other users yet connected to the same grid. This leads, automatically, to a very high volatility of computers (nodes or workers) of the corresponding grid, and consequently, the optimization of the corresponding power utilization is too difficult to ensure.
ARABIC OCR BASED ON THE DTW ALGORITHM
The objective of this part is twofold; the first is to explain the mechanism of the Arabic OCR based on the DTW algorithm, and the second is to show, at the same time, the robustness and the complex computing of the DTW procedure.
Words in any cursive writing, such as the Arabic language, are inherently written in blocks of connected characters. While the segmentation of the text into blocks of connected characters is a preliminary phase to the recognition process, a further segmentation of these blocks into separate characters is usually adopted. Indeed, many researchers have considered the segmentation of Arabic words into isolated characters before performing the recognition phase, [10] , [11] and [12] . The crux of the viability of the use of DTW technique is its ability and efficiency to perform the recognition without the prior segmentation of blocks into separate characters.
Let V represents a reference library of R trained characters C r , r=1, 2… R defining the Arabic alphabet in some given fonts. We stress the fact that several fonts could be simultaneously considered. It suffices to get them trained which is easily done at the learning phase while constructing the reference library V. Let T represents a block of connected Arabic characters to be recognized. Then T is composed of a sequence of N feature vectors T i which represent the concatenation of some sub sequences of feature vectors representing each an unknown character to be recognized. The text T is seen as laying on the time axis (the X-axis) in such a manner that feature vector T i stands at time i on this axis. The reference library V is portrayed on the Y-axis (see Figure. 1 ), where the reference character C r is of length l r .
Let S (i, j, r) represents the cumulative distance at point (i, j) relative to the reference character C r . The objective is then to detect simultaneously and dynamically the number of characters composing T and recognizing these characters. There exists a number k of indices (m 1 , m 2 ,..., m k )
such that C m1 ⊕ C m2 ⊕ … ⊕ C mk correspond to the optimal alignment to text T where ⊕ denotes the concatenation operation. The path warping from point (1, 1, m 1 ) to point (N, l mk , k), [12] and representing the optimal alignment is therefore of minimum cumulative distance that is:
This path is not continuous since it spans many different characters. We therefore must allow at any time the transition from the end of one reference character to the beginning of a new character. The end of reference character C r is first reached whenever the warping function with the boundary conditions :
To trace back the warping function and the optimal alignment path, we have to memorize the transition time from one reference character to the others [1] , [3] , [4] . This can easily be accomplished by the following procedure:
Where trace min is a function that returns the element corresponding to the term that minimizes the functional equations.
The functioning of this algorithm is portrayed in Figure. 1 by means of the two vectors VecA et VecB, where VecB(i) represents the reference character giving the least cumulative distance at time i, and VecA(i) provides the link to the start of this reference character in the text T . The heavy marked path through the distance matrix represents the optimal alignment of text T to the reference library. We observe that the text is recognized as C1 ⊕ C3. Figure. 1 mechanism of the Arabic OCR based on the DTW algorithm In our previous work [12] we have shown how volunteer grids constitute very interesting and promising infrastructures to speedup, substantially, the Arabic OCR based on the DTW algorithm especially if we want to computerize very big quantities of Arabic documents. In this paper, we attempt to solve the problem of the optimal utilization of such infrastructures owing the fact that this challenging problem has never been studied before to the best of our knowledge.
THE PROBLEM PRESENTATION AND THE PROPOSED APPROACH
Recall that a volunteer computing grid consists of several interconnected volunteer computers through the Internet. Every volunteer computer must install a client program that is, usually, defined as a screen saver. So, when the computer is turn on and it is not in use (idle), the corresponding client program connects to the volunteer grid server and downloads a task to execute. Once the task is downloaded, the client program starts its processing. Of course, the execution time of the assigned task depends on the computing power of the host unit; the task processing will last for a period varying from one volunteer to another. After the processing, the client program sends the result to the grid server and gets a new task to execute. And the work cycle continue. The problem is that at any moment the user can interrupt the actual work; in such case, the entire intermediate outcome will be lost and the whole work must be restarted from the beginning. Consequently, we have both, time wasting and computing power loss. So far, the common adopted solution to this problem consists of assigning any given task to more than one worker (computer) of the grid to ensure its complete execution. Thus, if the size of tasks is big then the power loss is important. To solve this problem, we propose to use any given volunteer grid within predefined timeslots where we know, almost exactly, the number of workers which can participate to the work at hand such that each task will be assigned only to one worker. Recall that these predefined timeslots can be obtained by a careful statistical study of the grid to be used. This statistical study must take care about every worker of the grid especially for the following information:
• Its provided computing power;
• Its availability in timeslots (maybe per day);
• Which devoted node(s) can reach it?
• The transmission capacity of the channel connecting every worker to the reachable devoted node.
All these information are supposed to be stored in a knowledge base on the grid server in order to allow the generation of the predefined timeslots which we are looking for.
In fact, the consequent idea consists of assigning to every worker participating in the work the maximum of tasks at each predefined timeslot taking into account its computing power. In the remainder of this paper we consider the Arabic OCR based on the DTW algorithm as a case study.
Tasks in distributed Arabic OCR based on the DTW algorithm are composed of the following parts:
• The code to run (the DTW procedure);
• The input binary image file which contain the image of the Arabic document (text) to be recognized (computerized); • The reference library (see Part. 3).
Of course, the only part which is specific and variable in each task is the input binary image file; the two others are unchangeable. That is why; we will suppose next that each grid worker (computer) owns these two unchangeable parts and, consequently, the assignment process will be limited to the binary files. Thus, our set of tasks is formed of binary files having variable sizes. Recall, also, that our grid is composed of some devoted nodes (computers), in addition to the server, which are always active (connected to the grid server, these constitute the kernel of the grid) and a big variable number of volunteer computers each of which can be active (connected and ready to participate in the work at hand) or inactive (disconnected or connected but not ready to participate in the work at hand) depending on the will of its owner. As mentioned in the introduction, our set of tasks is structured as follows:
• It is composed of subsets where each of which is stored in a specific devoted node of the grid and can be reached, only, by a part of the grid workers and not by all of them. It means that during the assignment process, tasks of any given subset can be assigned, only, to the reachable active workers. We note that any worker can reach at least one devoted node;
• Any given task of the input set can be executed by any available worker during any timeslot; which means that the tasks granularity should take into account the following items:
o The workers computing power;
o The data exchange (transmission) capacity of the grid network;
o The timeslot duration.
Consequently, our goal is to find a good heuristic which is able to exploit optimally the provided computing power of the grid in order to execute the maximum of tasks during each timeslot owing the fact that our problem is NP-hard.
STUDIED HEURISTICS AND OBTAINED RESULTS
We have studied three heuristics in order to reach our expectation which consists of optimizing the utilization of the computing power of any given volunteer grid. For the three studied heuristics and for each timeslot we have used the following steps:
• Sort the available workers (which can participate in the work) according to their computing power in decreasing order in a specific array WA; • Sort binary image files (tasks to be assigned) of all subsets according to their sizes in decreasing order without considering to their storage node in a specific array TA.
The functioning of each heuristic is detailed next in an independent manner.
The first heuristic
The principle of this heuristic can be illustrated by the following steps:
Step (FH) Load the most powerful worker (computer) not yet assigned, by browsing the array WA from the beginning, as follows:
1. Try to assign biggest tasks, yet unassigned one by one and on browsing TA from the beginning, to the current worker; this is possible for each of which if and only if the two following conditions are satisfied:
a. This worker is reachable by the given task node; b. The remaining computing power of this worker, taking into account the data transmission time and the timeslot, allows this assignment.
This process ends when condition a. is satisfied and condition b. is unsatisfied. According to our previous considerations and hypothesis, this worker will be assigned, at least, by one task on browsing the array TA from the beginning. Go to step 2.
2. Try to complete the remaining load of the current worker by assigning to it some smallest task, yet unassigned, on browsing TA from its end in increasing order and one by one((, t)).This is possible, if and only if the two following conditions are satisfied:
Till the worker saturation (the condition b. is unsatisfied).
Go to
Step (FH).
The second heuristic
The principle of the second heuristic can be illustrated through the following steps:
Step (SH) Load the most powerful worker (computer) not yet assigned, by browsing the array WA from the beginning, as follows: 1. Assign one and only biggest task, yet unassigned, by browsing TA from the beginning which is stored on a reachable node.
Go to step 2. 2. Try to complete the remaining load of the current worker by assigning to it some smallest task yet unassigned on browsing TA from its end, in increasing order and one by one, this is possible, if and only if the two following conditions are satisfied:
Till the worker saturation (the condition b. is unsatisfied). 3. Go to Step (SH)
The Third heuristic
The principle of this second heuristic can be illustrated through the following steps:
a. Assign tasks to workers iteratively as follows:
For a given task, try to find a worker which can handle it without overflow on timeslot otherwise we pass to the next task Repeat iterations till the last task.
The studied example
A deep statistical study allows us to generate the following case:
 The number of devoted nodes is 18;
 The number of volunteer workers (computers) is 1830;
 The total provided computing power by these 1830 workers is equal to: 9,83 E+09 Machine instructions during, only, one timeslot. The computing power is generated automatically in such a way that the corresponding computing power is enough to compute at least the current reachable task and the cumulative computing power of all workers is less or equal to 9,83 E+09;
 Tasks are generated automatically, in such a way that the corresponding size can be handled by any unassigned worker. We have done vary the total size of tasks to be assigned from 3,67 E+09 to 1,59 E+10 Machines instructions.
Obtained results
The numerical results are summarized in Figure. 2 and detailed in Figure. 3, Figure.4 and Figure. 5. Figure. 3 and Figure. 4 illustrate the percentage of the used computing power versus the total size of tasks to be assigned. We observe from Figure. 4 that the heuristic 3 (illustrated by the yellow curve) gives the best results in terms of optimality of grid utilization followed by the heuristic 1 (illustrated by the blue curve) which gives almost the same results. If we refer to the Figure. 3 in addition to the Figure. 2, we observe that if the total size of tasks is smaller than the total provided computing power, then our three studied heuristics give the same results which correspond to a perfect assignment. In fact, these results can be considered very interesting for several greedy algorithms and applications, especially, if our grid provides enough (a very big) computing power. This, fortunately, corresponds, exactly, to the current trends of volunteer grids.
Figure.5 illustrates the execution time of the three studied heuristics versus the total size of tasks to be assigned. We observe that the heuristic 1, which gave the best results in terms of optimal utilization of the grid, gives the worst results in terms of execution time lustrated by the yellow curve. Moreover, we observe that the corresponding execution time increases, substantially, with the increase of the total size of tasks to be assigned. On the other hand, the remaining heuristics give, almost, the same execution time which can be considered acceptable.
Consequently and in light of these obtained results, we can confirm that the heuristic 1 is the most interesting one in order to exploit and use in a good manner the total provided computing power of any given volunteer.
CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES
In this paper, a new approach has been proposed and studied to solve the problem of the optimal utilization of volunteer grid computing power in order to speed up, substantially and for free, several greedy algorithms and applications such as the Arabic OCR based on the DTW algorithm. Our proposal is based on the exploitation and utilization of such infrastructures during some predefined timeslots obtained by a statistical study of the target grid. Moreover, we have studied three heuristics which are able to guarantee a good utilization of such infrastructures through a pseudo optimal assignment of, more specifically, independent tasks relating to the Arabic OCR based on the DTW algorithm. Obtained numerical results show and confirm that our proposal can constitute a very interesting step towards the optimal utilization of volunteer grids.
Several investigations are under studies, especially, the way to achieve a reliable statistical study of a given volunteer grid such as BOINC (Berkley Open Infrastructure for Network Computing).
We also can implement our adopted heuristic on such infrastructure in order to ascertain the viability of our proposal. 9,73E+09 9,76E+09 9,76E+09 9,76E+09 9,76E+09 9,76E+09 9,77E+09 9,76E+09
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